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ORGANISATION PROFILE

The Euroclear group are a user-owned and governed financial services company that specialise in the settlement of security transactions. Euroclear settles domestic and international security transactions, covering bonds, equities, derivatives and investment funds.

Based in Brussels, the group has divisions all over the world with offices in France, Belgium, Ireland, Finland and Sweden. Euroclear also owns EMXco the UK’s leading provider of investment-fund order routing and is awaiting regulatory approval to acquire Xtraker, owner of the TRAX trade matching system.

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVE

The London office of Euroclear required a solution that would manage the several hundred keys that were in operation across multiple floors.

THE CHALLENGE

Within both sites of the London division there are hundreds of keys in operation that require managing.

Euroclear had issues with not being able to track the usage of each key or being able to determine who had what key. With the old system it was not possible to complete a full key audit at the touch of a button. Misplaced keys also proved problematic to Euroclear as they were difficult to trace.

Finally, the solution had to be delivered within a defined budget and timescale.

MORSE WATCHMANS SOLUTION

In order to meet the requirements of Euroclear, Morse Watchman recommended and introduced the KeyWatcher® Key Control System. The KeyWatcher® is a custom-tailored solution designed to record the access history of each key, including user, date and time of checkout and return.

In order to release an assigned key, each user needs an individual authorisation code. By having individual authorisation codes, the risk of a key being misplaced is greatly reduced. The risk of unauthorised people removing keys is completely eradicated.

The KeyWatcher® comes with its unique KeyPro® Performance Software. This user-friendly PC application delivers real time information concerning the whereabouts and history of any key for the KeyWatcher® system. Activity reports are easily produced that can trace a keys’ movements by date and time, authorisation code or biometric access data.

“*We are satisfied customers and have recommended the KeyWatcher® to others!*”

Julian Hood
UK Physical Security Manager
Euroclear

constructed in rugged metal the slimline system eliminates the need for outdated lock boxes, messy key identification tabs and unreliable key recording manuals.
IN ACTION

The KeyWatcher® Key Control System, complete with fingerprint access control option is now used across both sites of the London office.

Euroclear have 7 KeyWatcher® Key Control Systems with over a hundred user accounts and several hundred keys in operation.

The KeyWatcher® Key Control Systems have been installed on several floors and are linked and managed by a central computer.

Euroclear now has complete visibility into the whereabouts of any key and can track usage by authorised people at any given time.

All key users have been given accounts and are restricted to only being able to access the keys required for their role. The several hundred keys in operation are now controlled 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The KeyPro® Software is used regularly by the Euroclear to produce reports concerning usability and any security alerts.

THE RESULTS

The new KeyWatcher® Key Control System greatly reduces the risk of unauthorised removal as the KeyPro® Software will notify the relevant manager immediately of any potential security alerts.

Finally, as the KeyPro® Software produces detailed reports on the KeyWatcher® system, a full audit trail is available at the touch of a button saving valuable time and resources.

KEYWATCHER® FEATURES

- Illuminated key storage
- Advanced network capabilities
- Real time transaction polling
- Centralised programming
- Up to 2,000 user codes
- Biometric access option
- Secure single key access
- Secure card slot and locker options
- Tamper proof mechanisms
- Keys can be returned to any location
- Keys are easy to identify

KEYPRO® PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE

- Centralised programming
- Extensive and detailed reporting options
- Notification alerts
- Can be installed on a number of PC’s
- Audible alarm notifications
- Priority email alerts
- Key reservations
- Automatic transaction collection
- User password security
- User disable
- Remote key removal
- Notes to define key removal and return